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SIZE in Inch - W16 x H48 x D18

Oslo Mini Bar 
#OSLBAR41

Oslo mini bar has a construct that is perfect for small spaces. A smaller version 
of Oslo bar, it comes equipped with 12 wine bottle slots, stemware racks and 
shelves to home in your favourite beverage bottles. Also, its stylish interiors 
come equipped with ample space to store your ice-bucket and a drawer box 
to hold your bar tools plus other bar supplies. Get an Oslo mini-bar home and 
throw your party doors open then! Cheers!

O s l o
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SIZE in Inch - W32 x H48 x D18

Oslo Bar
#OSLBAR81

Party the Nordic way with our modern Oslo bar. It comes well equipped with 
21 wine bottle slots, stemware racks and shelves to home in your favourite 
beverage bottles. Also, its stylish interiors come equipped with ample space 
to store your ice-bucket and a drawer box to hold your bar tools plus other bar 
supplies. Get an Oslo bar and throw your party doors open then! Cheers!

O s l o
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Stylish and linear, our ‘SKY home-bar’ 
enters the home scene to get the party 
started minus a moment of delay. Oak 
veneer finish interiors and misty grey 
premium paint finish exteriors on all 
sides make this piece sail anywhere in 
the room.

Well equipped with 24 wine bottle slots, 
stemware racks and beverage bottle 
shelves, SKY hits some fantastic notes 
on fun and functionality. There is ample 
space inside its double doors to store 
your ice-bucket and a drawer box to 
hold your bar tools plus other supplies 
in addition to a small in-built counter 
top to shake, stir or fix your drink. A 
unique numbered lock is provided so 
that your prized possessions stay safe.

Go on then! Get SKY home-bar home 
and work up an instant party scene. 
Let your Wines flow, Bourbons poured, 
and Glasses clinked for loud cheer and 
beaming smiles.

S K Y



SIZE in Inch - W36 x H66 x D18

SKY Home Bar
SKYBAR94
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SIZE in Inch - W11.8 x H4.6 x D5.8v

B o x x i t

Boxxit Storage
#BXTSTR30

‘Boxxit’ is a great storage idea for organizing your stationaries, cables and other essentials. 
It is also a smart stowing away solution for the miscellaneous items, the ones that do not fit 
into any category. It is stackable and will look great on your shelf or on top of your table.

The birch ply make gives it an organic, sensorial feel. Perforated metal sheets on either 
sides help give an idea of the contents inside. It is available in bright colour options for that 
exciting pop of colour to humdrum jobs and spaces.



B u s a
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An industrial design crafted with Aluminium and Birch ply, ‘Busa’ storage box is as modern a 
storage option as it comes. It is sleek and confident making it a perfect fit in your beautiful 
home. Whether it is organizing your clutter or storing your prized collections or stationaries 
or your assorted itsy-bitsies; a Busa smartly holds them all together. Designed with an idea 
to stack one above another, you can keep adding on to your Busa units as per your need 
and mood.



SIZE in Inch - W8.7 x H4 x D4.9

Busa Storage Box
#BUSSTR22
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SIZE in Inch - W36 x H46 x D16

C o r o n a

Corona Rack
#CORRAC91

The five tiered ‘Corona rack’ is industrial in design and crafted with bent metal sheet. It 
comes with wheels to facilitate easy maneuvering. Available in varied colour options, 
Corona rack finds varied placement across home.

Place it in your Study to display your books; in your washroom to organize your towels, 
bathroom slippers amongst other washroom essentials. Intersperse indoor greens with 
your photo-frames, books, knick-knacks etc and craft a cosy recluse for yourself by placing 
Corona rack in the sanctuary of your living room. Station it in kids’ room to organize their 
toys/ books/ everyday usage items. Like all things from the land of tomorrow, the usage of 
this multifunctional rack is limited only by imagination.



E c o

28

Crafted with bent metal sheet, ‘Eco storage locker’ comes with an inbuilt lock and is aptly 
sized to keep your everyday important items away from prying eyes. So now you can 
stylishly lock away your important documents or cheque-books or incoming/ outgoing 
paperwork, your travel tickets and other recurrently used valuables. You can use it as a side 
table and give your room a loft look. Place it in kids’ room to provide them a lockable space 
and a sense of privacy or use it in your home office.

The sole design element of three lateral grooves in the front of ‘Eco locker’ injects the right 
amount of detailing to its no-fuss, all function design.



SIZE in Inch - W13.8 x H25.6 x D18.1

Eco Storage Locker
#LCRSTR36
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SIZE in Inch - W8 x H4 x D4

I n t a c t

Intact
#INTSTR20

‘Intact’ boxes are designed with the idea of keeping your table top or shelves clutter free 
and neat looking. These contemporary storage options are available in multiple colours and 
look slick and beautiful at all points of time.

Give an accent to your edgy style by using them across home to organize your stuff right 
from storing your paperwork to stationery essentials to bottles to toiletries to medicinal 
syrups to whatever comes to your mind.
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Neo Television console was born to excitement and attitude. This 
veneered piece with edgy linear lines and slim metal partitions lets you 
organize your entertainment gadgetry in style. Natural oak / ash finish 
and powder-coated steel integrate seamlessly with exposed screw 
joinery. Tough, durable and yet not bulky in appearance; this unit will 
add on to the sense of space in your entertainment zone. Oh, come on! 
Mount that Television above it already and plug-in your gaming console 
or your DVD player. Now sit back and enjoy while it quietly accentuates 
the spatial definition of your room.

N e o



SIZE in Inch - W63 x H20 x D16

Neo Console
#NEOENU160
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Modern, minimalistic and functional; our Tyson chest of drawers packs 
quite a punch. Grey MDF carcass and Metal cladding goes in to making 
of this powerful piece that stands on four wheels for easy portability. Use 
it around the house to store and organise your essentials in good taste.

T y s o n



SIZE in Inch - W32 x H17 x D16

Tyson-1
#TYSSTR81
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SIZE in Inch - W16 x H17 x D16, W16 x H17 x D16

Tyson-2
#TYSSTR41
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SIZE in Inch - W16 x H32 x D16

Tyson-3
#TYSSTR41
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SIZE in Inch - W16 x H37 x D16

Tyson-4
#TYSSTR41
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SIZE in Inch - W16 x H27 x D16

Tyson-5
#TYSSTR41
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The clean Nordic vibe of Nyx bed-side table makes it 
the right companion to your bed. Folded Aluminium 
sheet and Oak wood join hands once more. Nyx side 
table comes with a drawer for your bedtime essentials, 
a low shelf to house your books and a thoughtful 
slotting for your cables that go a long way in keeping 
your snooze surrounds organised and clutter free. 

N y x



SIZE in Inch - W16 x H21.6 x D16.7

Nyx Side Table   
#NYXSTB41
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Nyx trolley takes forward the en continuum design language of 
Nyx family. This exciting product is supremely functional and 
light weight. It comes in beautiful colour options and can be used 
around the  house to serve your beverages or food in great style. 

N y x



SIZE in Inch - W27 x H30 x D14

Nyx Trolley
#NYXSTR69
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Bring home the finesse of factory-found industrial 
elements with our ‘Wrap console.’ Illustrating an 
expression that is uniquely Spin, Wrap uses warm 
and cold materials to come to life. Organise your 
entertainment gadgetry and mount your television 
atop Wrap to give your room the definition it needs. 
Alternatively, use it as a sideboard for storage and 
display purposes.

W r a p



SIZE in Inch - W48 x H21 x D14

Wrap Storages
#WRPSTR122
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Taking forward the design idea of Oslo bar, our Oslo console is a 
functional Neo Nordic design. Mount a Television above and use its 
shelving to organise your entertainment gadgetry in style. Alternatively, 
use it as a sideboard across home. Available in two options- a Natural 
finish and a beautifully stained Black; the Aluminium front door has a 
fluted glass shutter with a soft close hinge. Its legs are made in metal 
tubes and bent metal sheet.

O s l o  C o n s o l e



SIZE in Inch - W36 x H24 x D16

Oslo console
#OSLCON122
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Arial shelving unit will convert any wall space in to a 
spot worth second dekko. Its bottom shelf in Birch Ply 
Laminate stays fixed while the movable top shelf slides 
through the slotted metallic frame. You could use it 
to showcase your favourite picture frame, artefacts or 
books- whatever you like. With its neutral (black & white) 
colours and variable height shelves, it readily takes on 
all colours while giving you the flexibility to play with the 
height of things you’d like to display.

A r i a l



SIZE in Inch - W16 x H16 x D10 

Arial Wall racks
#ARLSTR40
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SIZE in Inch - W24 x H6 x D6

Brink Set of 2
#BRKSLF61

Brink (Set of 2) shelves are an excellent manifestation of Spin’s design 
ideology of developing simple, consumer-friendly products. Their design 
is derived from a single sheet of bent metal with paper like folds and 
a solid Oak back to add a touch of warmth. Available in a set of two, 
you could use them to add contemporaneous storage to your home or 
offices. We have added magnetic hooks to these shelves to facilitate 
hanging of accessories/ keys/ clothes or hang a picture frame anywhere 
on the shelf or to be used as a book stopper.

B r i n k
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SIZE in Inch - W21 x H21 x D6

Edge wall stand
#EDGWLS54

Edge shelving system revels in its 
straight, rectilinear form. It is a delight 
to do up this compact Metal construct 
with a combination of books, small 
planters, knick-knacks and see your 
empty wall come alive in front of your 
eyes. The edgy definition that this 
bold piece imparts to your dull, boring 
wall complements the art of living well 
and living in style; something SPIN 
products imbibe as essence. Available 
in vibrant hues to match your palate, 
shelving unit ‘Edge’ is one for the wall!

E d g e
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SIZE in Inches - W15.7 x H17.7 x D15.7

Arial Side Table
#ARLSTB40

Bring home the finesse of factory-found industrial elements with 
our Wrap console Illustrating an expression that is uniquely Spin, 
Wrap uses warm and cold materials to come to life. Organise your 
entertainment gadgetry and mount your television atop Wrap to give 
your room the definition it needs. Alternatively, use it as a sideboard for 
storage and display purposes.

A r i a l
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SIZE in Inches - W31.5 x H32 x D14

Greenhouse Trolley
#GHSTRL80

The Greenhouse garden trolley is an edgy, contemporary home 
accessory with high utility quotient. The three shelves can host 
anything from tableware to barware to any object(s) of your interest. 
 
It is that perfect side accessory to have on your deck or terrace 
when you are hosting that big family summer lunch or that garden/ 
patio/ deck party for friends. The wheels make it easy to transport 
from one place to another per party-to-party layout.  

This hundred percent metal construct showcases interesting 
usage of sheet metal, metal pipes and perforations that lend it a 
transparent greenhouse-effect. Hence the name too. 

While not serving as a party manager, the Greenhouse Trolley is an 
excellent display cum organizing station for your greens and other 
stuff in an indoor placement too. Truly God sent!

G r e e n h o u s e
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Infinity Office Trolley

SIZE in Inches - W24 x H27.5 x D14

#INFOFT60

Undoubtedly, the Infinity Trolley is one of the best 
evolved products from the Infinity range. Its design 
DNA continues to be a fully modular flat pack design 
assembled with Allen key screws.
 
It is a beautiful piece that can be used in multifarious 
ways in everyday life. So, you could use it as a mini bar 
on wheels for an impromptu party in your terrace or as 
a food trolley on-go later or as a storage in your study. 
Whatever be the case, an Infinity trolley skillfully adapts 
itself and looks great while doing its job.

I n f i n i t y
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Native Shelf

SIZE in Inches - W63 x H66 x D13.8 (Large), W47.2 x H66 x D13.8 (Small)

NATSHFL160

The Native shelf system is more than just a library. It is a 
tool for contemporary users to create, structure and plan 
their spaces. The shelf is built with four components: a 
supporting shelf pattern made of aluminium, extruded 
pipes; a molded metal joint used for attaching the third 
component - the legs made of 16mm pipes and fourth 
- an hdf tray which is self locked into the frame thanks 
to its geometry. The shelf is available in three sizes to 
fit in any typology of space. The height of the modules 
can easily be tuned as needed. A timeless, elegant and 
detailed construction renders the native shelf system a 
multifunctional furniture which can fit a wide range of 
interior themes.

N a t i v e
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